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ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL
New and improvedThe new Mary Idema Pew Library Learning and Information Commons is set to open in fall 2013 and will feature 1,500 seats and the latest technology for current
and future students. Along with the new technology, the library will feature a cafe, research consultants and study rooms equipped with wall-to wall white boards and large tables.

New library designed to be 'a really big sandbox' for students
to be stunning and catch your atten
tion,” Van Orsdel said. “It feels ma
jestic and large when you’re inside,
he almost futuristic design but it’s very open.”
Everything in the building was
of the new Mary Idema Pew
library is no accident, dean designed with the students in mind,
she added.
of Grand Valley State University
“I compare it to a shopping mall
libraries told the Student Senate
where
everything is in one place,”
last week.
Van
Orsdel
said. “We want you to
Speaking directly to students for
be
in
charge
of your learning.”
the first time about what the library
Inside the library, there will be
will offer, Lee Van Orsdel said ev
erything about the building is meant a caf6 - part of a Chicago fran
chise and the first of its kind to be
to draw students in.
“The building design is meant opened in Michigan. There will
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND
GVL STAFF WRITER

T

also be a space for peer coaches
and research consultants to help
students with assignments.
In addition, the library will host
a new speech lab that will have two
practice rooms where students can re
cord themselves speaking and play it
back, or even have peer coaches listen
and give advice for improvement.
The new library will be stocked
with 1,500 seats, three times as
many than in the Zumberge Library
right now. There will be experimen
tal seating and rolling tables so stu
dents can set up furniture the way

they want to, making it easier for
groups to meet to work on projects
or have study sessions. Some study
rooms have floor-to-ceiling white
boards instead of walls.
“We’re trying to give you a re
ally big sandbox to play in,” Van
Orsdel said.
The whole library was de
signed to give students the space
they need to comfortably study
and work on assignments. The
dean said administrators ob
served students in the current li
brary and noticed they don’t have

enough space to spread out, and
only two people can fit to study
at a four-person table. In the new
library, there will be oversized
tables, power within 2.5 feet of
the tabletops, portable partitions
and whiteboards, an indoor gar
den, outdoor patios and countless
other new features.
“The university has not forced
us to compromise on anything we
think the students should have,”
Van Orsdel said. “The defining
SEE LIBRARY, A3

Demolition set to begin
near Pew Campus
BY AUSTIN METZ
GVL ASSOCIATE EDITOR

AMY HAMMOND | GVL

Research Wanted Faculty and students continue to research no matter the perception of the university.

GV contributes to conversation with research
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR

Grand Valley State Univer
sity may not be known as a re
search institution - at least not to
the same degree as many other
Michigan schools - but it still
encourages and supports the
highest degree of scholarship
from its faculty and students.
“At Grand Valley and any uni
versity, research and scholarship
are really essential to the university
mission,” said Robert Smart, ex
ecutive director of the Center for
Scholarly and Creative Excellence.
"There is a synergy from people

who are actively involved in
their field and the passion they
put out and portray in the class
room.”
About 100 faculty members
are engaged in research known to
the university this year, and 20 to
25 students are completing men
tored research projects. However,
those numbers could be higher
because not all researchers use
university funding for their proj
ects and therefore can perform
without GVSU’s knowledge.
Smart said he assumes all
tenured-track faculty members
are actively involved in some
aspect of scholarship, which is

part of the evaluation require
ments to be considered for
tenure. He added that GVSU
has been seeing an increasing
trend in faculty scholarship
over the years.
Susan Mendoza, director of
the Office of Undergraduate
Research and Scholarship, said
there has been increasing inter
est in student research, as well.
However, with greater inter
est in undergraduate research
comes greater competition.
There are often more quali
fied applicants for the Student
SEE RESEARCH,A3

The housing scene near
Grand Valley State University’s
Pew Campus will be getting a
facelift following the approval
by the Grand Rapids Planning
Commission to demolish seven
houses on Seward Ave.
The houses, which were
built during the 1800s and
are owned by Grand Rapids
developer and local busi
ness owner Jeff Boorsma, run
along the Pew Campus park
ing lot and parking structure
and will start demolition in
mid-October.
“What I got approval to
do is remove the seven hous
ing structures that are on that
property but no building plan
has been submitted to the city ”
Boorsma said. “I’m removing
the seven structures and putting
green space there and having
the property marketed.”
Boorsma said green space
means that in order to meet re
quirements set by the Grand Rap

ids Planning Com
mittee, he can
have no open
soil and has to
plant grass over the
whole area. Once this
is done, Boorsma
can work to sell the
land to possible buy
ers for development.
The original plan
for the property
dates back to 2008
when Boorsma first
planned to tear down
the houses to build new
townhouses, but the plan
was never brought to a vote
by the City Commission.
That plan was met with op
position from those in the area
and also by the South West Area
Neighbors. The SWAN were
unable to be reached for com
ment.
This time around, Boorsma
used the neighborhood area
specific planning process to
gain the approval he sought.
SEE DEMOLITION, A3
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NEWS BRIEFS
GV donates supplies to Stuff the Bus Campaign
Several school supplies donated by Grand Valley State
University students and staff were stuffed into a bus at the
Eberhard Center last week for the Heart of West Michigan
United Way Stuff the Bus Campaign. This campaign col
lects school supplies for Schools of Hope schools in Ce
dar Springs, Godfrey-Lee, Godwin, as well as the Grand
Rapids Public Schools. Supplies such as paper, pencils,
markers and folders were all gathered for this particular
campaign.The efforts made by GVSU students will make
a significant impact in contributing to local schools' edu
cation process. At GVSU, donated items totaled out to be
worth $1,500. GVSU's United Way Campaign for 2012 will
tw ( run from Oct. 8 to Oct. 19.

LGBT Center to host a gender recognition event
On Sept. 25, the LGBT Resource Center will be hosting
- an event that helps individuals gain more knowledge in
exploring and identifying gender to others. Laurel West
brook, an assistant professor of sociology, will be the
' host of the event titled, "Who are you: Gendering Public
and Private Spaces." Westbrook will elaborate on specific
examples from both transgender right bills and transgen
der athletes.This event will be an educational experience
and will be held at 4 p.m. in room 2204 in the Kirkhof Cen
ter. For more information, visit www.gvsu.edu/lgbtrc or
call the LGBT Resource Center at 616-331-2530.
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Mastered: Students take notes during a biology lecture at GVSU. GVSU's spectrum of faculty membership ranges from
tenured, tenure-track, or associate faculty members depending on the level to which they've mastered their field of study.

CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS

Tenured faculty at GVSU show
commitment, academic mastery

At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn. let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or
by emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.

BY RACHEL CROSS
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s of Fall 2011, 582 faculty
“Some universities
members at Grand Valley State
are more researchUniversity were tenured and
another 252 were on tenure track. based rather
Tenured faculty at GVSU earn
than focused on
their status by mastering their sub
jects and going through a number of
teaching; theyr
reviews, as well as succeeding in aca
spend less, Jrtime
in
11 ’ - I >(■' i '
demics for a great deal of time, said - R • .
the classroom. Our
Gayle Davis, the provost at GVSU.
Tenure is a long-standing tradition
primary' mission is
in higher education for making sure
in teaching."
that teachers can teach and do research
in a way they see fit, Davis said.
“Tenure ensures academic freedom
to faculty in order to develop their in
tellectual expertise without concern
that they could be fired for their aca
demic perspectives,” Davis said.
JOE GODWIN
As a teaching university, GVSU has
ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
more qualified professors in the class
room, which is one major reason that
the school values tenured faculty, said
Joe Godwin, associate vice president
of academic affairs at GVSU.
“Some universities are more re they move through their careers they
search-based rather than focused on can become associate then tenured
teaching; they spend less time in the professors,” Godwin said.
He added that the decision of
classroom,” Godwin said. “Our pri
whether
a professor receives tenure
mary mission is teaching.”
is
made
by
the department or college.
In addition, Godwin said profes
Godwin
emphasized
that the profes
sors who earn tenure typically hold
the terminal highest degree in a par sor is often recognized through out
ticular area, and he thinks GVSU of standing achievement, teaching, ser
fers a competitive edge by putting the vice and research.
“Teachers involved in service may
best people in the classroom.
“We have some very active and take on extra activities or be a part of
talented professors at all ranks, and as committees, which we rely on heav

A
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ily in running the university,” Godwin
said. “Many faculty members take on
the task of dealing with problems in
the community that they see exist, it
might be a program that addresses
poverty, hunger or health on behalf of
the university.”
Currently, the school of business has
68 tenured faculty and 16 professors
who are on tenure'track, said James
Williams, the dean of students at the
/nSeidman.College of Business. >#nt
“We value tenured faculty because
it guarantees a long-time commitment
to the academy and to higher educa
tion, and having a long-time commit
ment ensures better quality research
and service,” Williams said.
Davis added that tenure secures
great continuity among the faculty,
which is good for students as they prog
ress through their degree programs and
even after a student’s graduation.
“They will probably still find their
tenured faculty member at GVSU in
order to ask for that letter,” Davis said.
She also said professors can only
lose .tenure if they don’t perform
their responsibilities well or because
of criminal or other extremely bad
behavior, but never because of their
honest point of view on their work.
The number of tenured and tenuretrack faculty for 2012 will come out
at the end of September.
For more information on tenured
faculty at GVSU, call the provost of
fice at (616) 331-2400.
assistantnews @ lanthorn .com
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CONTINUED FROM A1
BY ELLIE PHILLIPS
GVL STAFF WRITER

Football games leave exces
sive amounts of trash in their
wake. From concessions and
dropped tickets to all the litter
tailgate parties can generate, a
single game can leave the field
and parking lots looking like a
garbage bomb was dropped on
the area.
For this reason, the Grand
Valley State University Stu
dent Environmental Coalition
is looking to add to its ranks
of dedicated students and staff
who recycle and compost the
waste and collect and cash in
the retumables left behind after
those football games/
The SEC began facilitat
ing recycling last year when
SEC member Andy West, now
a GVSU alumnus, was ap
proached by a member of the
Sustainability
Development
Community Initiative who
proposed the idea of cleaning
up after football games. This
happened right before the first
game, but the SEC was able
to pull together a group of vol
unteers to get the project going

RESEARCH
CONTINUED FROM A1

There are often more
qualified applicants for the
Student Summer Scholars
program than the university
can actually support, and
the office often runs out of
funds before the end of the
application cycle, accord
ing to Mendoza.
There is also a lot of
competition among faculty
members, according to Brad
Wallar, chair of the Faculty
Research and Development
Committee. His commit
tee receives proposals from
faculty in all areas of study,
and while it does not approve
every project, it is not biased
toward any particular disci
pline or type of research.
...... “We have no prefer
ence,” he said. “What we
want is a very good grant
proposal and a very well
thought-out project. (We)
don’t concern ourselves
with where it comes from.”
And good grant propos
als are what they get.
“Grant proposals that
have been submitted by
Grand Valley have been well
received (by outside institu
tions),” said Christine Cham-

LIBRARY
CONTINUED FROM A1

idea is to manage your
own learning in a stimulat
ing environment.”
Student Senate guest
speaker Juan Carlos Rodri
guez, who is the associate
dean of Technology and In
formation Services in Univer
sity Libraries, said the tech
nology in the building is very
advanced, and the library as a
whole is the first of its kind.
For example, there is a place
where students can hook their
computers up to a “hockey
puck,” and, with a push of a
button, their desktops appear

right then.
The program is now a proj
ect of the collective SEC, and
since its inception, its members
have gone above and beyond
the call by sorting through trash
bins for recyclable and com
postable items and picking 14)
trash left on the ground after the
games.
“(We do this) in an effort
to reduce the amount of recy
clable and compostable mate
rial entering the waste stream,
meaning landfills,” said SEC
officer Josh Lycka. "There was
no recycling available at pre
vious football games, which
resulted in hundreds of pounds
of recyclable and compostable
materials being thrown out.
We wanted to see how much
of this waste we could recuper
ate, as well as provide facilities
for others to take initiative and
recycle.”
Last week alone, the SEC
composted 100 pizza boxes, re
cycled ten industrial-sized bags
of mixed recycling and three
more bags of cardboard, as
well as collected and returned
over 1,800 returnable items,
Lycka said.

“It depends on the num
ber of volunteers, but usually
(we raise) between $100 and
$150,” said SBC officer Gwen
Gell. "The money from the
retumables goes into the SEC
account. We are saving the
money for a conference called
Powershift which will take
place in the spring in Washing
ton DC. Anyone is welcome tp
join us if they are interested”
Even with all its success, the
SEC only recruits between 10
and 15 volunteers each game.
“We need and want volun
teers for the rest of the games,’)
Lycka said.
Student volunteers are wel
come, but faculty volunteers
are greatly appreciated, as well.
“Bart Bartels has been a
huge asset to the SBC,” Gell
said. “He and his wife Kirsten
Bartels help us out at the games.
We are very grateful for their
support.”
For mere information on
the SEC, visit their webpage
at www.gvsuedu/sec/ or email
the group at gvsusec@gmail.
com.

berlain, director of the Office
of Sponsored Programs. She
added that GVSU faculty
members obtain grants be
cause of their well-written
proposals, passion for their
projects, and insistence on
following through with what
they say they will do.
So although GVSU may
not be the first school to
come to mind when you
think of research institu
tions, its faculty members
are respected in the research
field and find success in re
ceiving external support.
And their results are
valuable, too.
“In all disciplines, re
search is being carried out
and it affects the commu
nity in a very broad sense,”
Smart said, noting that re
search adds to conversa
tions going on in each uni
versity department, as well
as each area of study.
Wallar said research helps
bring notoriety to GVSU.
“I think it recruits very
good students to come
here,” he said. "It also, to
me, keeps the faculty ener
gized with not just doing the
same thing over and over.”
Research with students
also helps benefit the univer-

sity in the long run, he added.
It can also benefit students
who participate after gradua
tion, according to Mendoza.
Research often makes stu
dent^ more employable, and
many employers and gradu
ate schools are interested in
applicants who have engaged
in research, she said.
“It’s not a short term prod
uct, it’s a long term (prod
uct),” Wallar said. ‘Ten years
down the road, we’ll see all
these successful people and
know we had a hand in that.”
For many professors, par
ticipating in research as stu
dents was the deciding factor
in choosing their careers.
“We’re just trying to keep
the ball rolling,” Wallar added.
As for becoming..more
well-known as a research in
stitution, Smart said he thinks
GVSU is just fine where it is.
“I think Grand Valley has
a very good niche in that it
values the interaction fac
ulty have with students and
that is in teaching but also
in a teaching lab or a studio
or in field work,” he said.
For more information about
research done at the university
or internal funding for projects,
visit www.gvsu.edu/csce.

on a large screen so the entire
group can view it at once.
Rodriguez said there will
also be whiteboards and
interactive large displays
throughout the building.
In addition, the univer
sity is working on technol
ogy that allows students to
see how many computers
are available at a given time
and on what floors.
“There will be about 200
computers in the library, and
we’re going to have wireless
printing from any mobile de
vice , as well as color and black
and white printing,” he said.
The university is also look
ing to have a LEED platinum

ephillips@lanthorn .com

"The master plan of the
city covers the whole city but
it doesn’t cover parcel by par
cel,” said Acting Planning Su
pervisor Elizabeth Zeller. “The
neighborhood area specific
planning process addresses
parcels specifically.”
Zeller said the plan also al
lowed area property owners,
business owners, and residents
to hold meetings to come up
with a conclusive plan they
could all live with and agree
on.
That agreement involved
the demolition of all seven erf
the vacant houses.
“A contract has been
awarded to pitch demolition
and they have actually started
the process and are filing for
demolition permits and all the
necessary stuff they have to
do,” Boorsma said. “Sometime
in mid-October they think they
will be able to start the actual
demolition and close to the end
of October, they should be
down.”
Boorsma said there are still
concerns from other parties be
cause of the lack erf a long-term
plan but said they have been
worked out for the most part.
In the minutes erf the Grand
Rapids Planning Commission
meeting that was held on Au
gust 9, 2012, SWAN shared
concerns as to whether there
is really a need for demolition,
for the lack a redevelopment
plan, and about whether the
approving of the request would
promote cm- hinder the rehabili
tation of older buildings.
“Their concerns with re
spects to what the city approved
in taking the houses down and
putting it in a holding stage is
that no plan was submitted for
development with respect to
the higher-density (residential
homes),” Boorsma said. “They
are on board with the areaspecific plan that will go high
density. Their immediate con
cert!
derhdlitibn without a

plan which is now okay within
the city.”
While Boorsma wanted to
build townhouses, Zeller said
that would not be possible un
der the current agreement and
that all he can do is turn it into
green space and sell it.
"That is what his approval
was for so that is all he can
do,” Zeller said. “If someone
wanted to build houses that
would be okay, but they would
need approval to build town-

houses.”
Though the reaction to the
changes have been mixed,
Boorsma feels it will help to
improve the neighborhood.
“I think it will be good for
the neighborhood, the area, for
Grand Valley, for perspective
students, and the neighborhood
as a whole,” Boorsma said. “It
will continue in the direction of
improving and bringing some
thing good to the area.”
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rating for managing power in
the building. There will be
sensors on the stacks so that
the lights are only on when
students are in them.
“Grand Valley has just
outdone itself in this vi
sion,” Van Orsdel said.
The senators were given
the chance to ask questions
at the end of the presentation,
and those who did all agreed
that the new library, scheduled
to open in July 2013, will be a
big asset to GVSU.
To learn more about the
Mary Idema Pew Library or to
contact the Student Senate, go
to gvsu.edu/studentsenate.

shillenbrand@ lanthorn .com
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lasses are underway, homework
is piling up, and the stress of bal
ancing a job, school and a social
life is getting to you.
; That said, now is not the time to put
your head in your heads and cry out for
help, Grand Valley State University.
; - The better option is to buck up, walk
Outside, and please pay attention to
what’s happening around you.
This past week, GVSU swimmer Mi
chael Griffith was riding his bicycle on
campus when a car struck him.
Griffith was taken to the hospital
where he was placed in serious condi

C

With the stress of the school year finally setting in for Grand Valley State
University students, it's important to keep your wits about you on campus

tion. While the Grand Valley Police
Department said the details of the acci
dent are still under investigation, the fact
remains - you’ve got to stay aware, stay
alert and stay safe.
And though in Allendale these warn
ings are as small as paying attention to a
traffic light or looking both ways (thanks
mom and dad), more serious incidents of
injury and crime have been happening at
GVSU’s Pew Campus.
This isn’t about basic incidents of
larcency like backpack theft or car breakins, but rather in reference to a a number
of incidents that have occurred recently

QUESTION OFTHE ISSUE

Do you feel GVSU's Pew Campus
could increase their safety measures?

in Grand Rapids’ west side, near where
the Pew Campus and it’s students are
located.
Here at the Lanthorn, we hear a lot of
your stories, and though we may not al
ways have all of the answers, there is one
thing that we’ve said before and we’ll
say again: you have the power to protect
yourself, and to protect those around you.
It is, more or less, a basic human
instinct to know when a situation does
not feel right, or when the parking lot
seems to empty and the lights too dim.
If you’ve got to walk across campus in
the dark after a late night study group, or

a 6-9 p.m. class that (god forbid) went
a little long, use the buddy system, or
utilize campus police escorts - it doesn’t
make you weak, it makes you smart.
Don’t get us wrong, we’re not trying
to create an unjust sense of panic, we
just want want to be clear that there is
still a reality - and through events that
have occurred in the last few weeks, that
reality has never been more pertinent to
take heed of.
So, to take a page out of the Nike
handbook, and just do it. Watch out for
your neighbor, and don’t let your distrac
tions distract you from staying safe.

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I BY ANDREW SMITH

evepyoNe qfally has eeeN speaking fqbnch
pop poup wppks

"I feel there are always extra
measures that can be done to
create a more safe environment.
Just because someone is 'on
campus' doesn't mean they are
automatically safe."
TRAITLYNN SMITH
Sophomore, psychology
Vestaburg, Mich.

"I think that the campus is pretty safe,
being downtown Grand Rapids may
make it a little harder to maintain the
safety. Maybe they could (place) safety
call lights every block (MSU has them).
There's always something more that
could be done."
LESLIE MCCOMB
Sophomore, medical imaging
Lansing, Mich.

"I feel like yes, there is always a
way you could improve safety in
an area. I'm not sure what could
be done, however, people should
be a lot more cautious of what's
going on."
NATALIE MCCOMB
Sophomore, allied health science
Lansing, Mich.

• asmitli"* wftTfriiprrenu

Don't be oblivious, be informed
may not Recognize”, Jona
than Haidt and Jesse Gra
ham talk about what they
call the “five foundations
of morality”: Harm, fair
ness, group loyalty, respect
for authority and purity.
They indicate that liber
als stick to only two of the
principles - harm and fair
ness, while conservatives
incorporate all five.
Both sides see very dif
ferent views of the same
topic. By taking something
and looking at it from dif
fering angles, there are of
ten two very distinct ideas
remaining.
We’ve all seen the im
age that, looking at either
one color or the other as the
background, is either two
people looking at each oth
er or a vase (if you haven’t,
you’re probably sitting
there, dumbfounded). Dif
fering wiews surround us,
but it’s what we choose to
listen to that will ultimately
affect us. By choosing one
thing to believe and focus
ing on it, we often forgo

“I feel security on campus is good as is.
It seems that when I am driving through
campus I see one or more police in cars
and when walking to classes I see police
riding around on bikes. If anything should
be increased, I feel that security should
be stepped up at the hours from dusk to
midnight."

BY STEPHANIE SCHOCH

NICK ANDERSON

GVL COLUMNIST

Sophomore, criminal justice
Grand Haven, Mich.

"The Pew Campus definitely
should increase their safety
measures. I feel like Allendale's
Campus could lend some of their
security officers to Pew Campus.
We don't need as many in
Allendale."
ERIN WEST
Juinor, radiology/medical imaging
Pickney, Mich.
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GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Val
ley Community. Student opinions
do not reflect those of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expres
sion for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and
phone responses
Letters must include the author’s
name and be accompanied by
current picture identification if
dropped off in person. Letters will
be checked by an employee of the
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Letters appear as space permits
each issue. The limit for letter
length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns
for length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
e-mail typographic errors
The name of the author may be
withheld for compelling reasons
The content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff.

Politics: the word in
timidates me. Not because
I’m incapable of having
an opinion or because I’m
one of the most indecisive
people you will ever meet,
but because it is surrounded
by argument and controver
sy. The loss of jobs, the oil
spill, the war in Iraq - all of
it is wrapped in a muddled
state of confusion simply
because there are people
yelling at each other on
TV about it. Blue or red,
elephant or donkey, repub
lican or democrat, there
always seems to be some
thing to fight about.
In their article “When
Morality Opposes Justice:
Conservatives Have Moral
Institutions that Liberals

CHATTER BOX
Selected comments from the
lanthorn.com story "Youth Alcohol
Enforcement Grant Activated for
Home Game":

Dear GV,
I know grand valley is known for crazy
parties (sarcasm) but please stop trying to
ruin what fun events you do have...
Thanks.

paying attention to anything
opposing our point of view
in favor of things like won
dering what will happen in
the next season of Cougar
Town or pondering the ex
istence of life on Mars.
While arguing their
points, people might actu
ally realize that after all
their opinions have been
explained, still not every
one will agree. No matter
what I say, my boyfriend
will always refuse to hold
a candy cigarette in his
mouth for more than 20
seconds, and it will very
rapidly disappear as he fur
tively chews.
It’s the same thing with
politicians, and often their
supporters. They are asked
not to eat the candy, to lis
ten to what the opposing
party has to say before in
dulging; however, they are
either already snatching it
up, or pretending to listen
while truly not paying at
tention, pining for sugar.
Yes, I know, that was a
weird metaphor, but you’re

1

sschoch @ lanthorn .com

Dear commentnrs and GVSU,
GVSU is NOT a “dry-campus.” It has NEVER been a “dry-campus.” This urban-legend
needs to stop. The only place you cannot drink is in the freshman dorms Why, you might
ask? B/c get this, freshman, are typically NOT 21 years of age. GASP! Following the state
alcohol consumption laws. You also cannot walk around with an open container on campus
grounds, or anywhere in public really (with the exception of football tailgate areas). Why,
you might ask? B/c this is a state AND local law. This means that EVERY public university
in the state of Michigan must abide by these rules. In the south dorms/apartments, because
tnc»c a.r t*-;'-*lly NOT freshman, you indeed CAN have alcohol in your unit as long as
you are 21. (jar-, o «jU follows state laws!? Does it seem that GVSU has stricter cops?
Maybe, but I for one am happy that we do not have the party-hard> label Wastem and
Mt-not-so-Pleasant have, that is not what we are here for! Almost eveiy public university in
the State of Michigan gets this Youth Alcohol Enforcement grant, each uses it during peak
drinking times to make sure something out of hand does NOT happen, causing public or
private damage. End of story.

PROUD GVSU ALUM

STUDENT

reading something from a
freshmen perspective, re
member?
Some people are so
quick to engage in hype*
without doing background
research. At one point,!
people thought that Obama j
was in the video for Tag
Team’s “Whoomp There It
Is.” However hilarious it
would be, the rumor is not
true. It is our job as citizens |
to become informed and
intelligent about statistics,
the ever-changing laws,
and, most importantly, the
general world around us.
There are students who
have no idea who Casey An- {
thony is, nor do they know
what the Fifth Amendment
is - there is a difference be
tween missing a story and!
being oblivious.
Research and knowl
edge is key in today’s soci
ety, and just because you’re
a student and not working
for CNN, that’s no excuse.
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GVSU Athletics road
trips to Mich.Tech.
While the Grand Valley
State University football
team prepares to make
its way nine hours north
to take on Michigan Tech
nological University this
weekend, the GVSU ath
letic department will be
road tripping as well.
Billed as the #GOGVSU Road Trip presented
by American RV, the trip
will give the athletic de
partment's digital media
team a chance to net
work with alumni and
spread the word of the
#GOGVSU brand. The RV
will depart from Allen
dale onThursday, making
assorted stops along the
way before finally arriv
ing in Houghton, Mich,
before for the game on
Saturday.
Club Swim and Dive
The Grand Valley State
University club swim
ming and diving team
will kick off its season this
week when they take on
Central Michigan Univer
sity on Saturday from 1-3
p.m. Practices will be ev
ery Monday and Wednes
day at 9:00 p.m. at the
Fieldhouse pool. Meet
ings are also held every
other week.

BE SURE TO
CHECK OUT
SPORTS E0IT0R

BRADY
FREDERICKSEN'S

HMD
me

ERIC COULTER | GVL ’

Triple threat: Junior cornerback Reggie Williams returns a punt 80 yards for a touchdown during Saturday's 46-41 victory over Ohio Dominican University.

INTHE PITTS. ANDTHE END ZONE
BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

As the rain thickened during Sat
urday’s game, so did the tension be
tween Grand Valley State University
and Ohio Dominican University.
The Lakers led 40-20 as the fourth
quarter began, but over the course
of 13 minutes, that 20-point lead
slipped away — tacklers missed and
the offense stagnated as the visiting
Panthers rallied to take a 41-40 lead
with 6:07 remaining.
For all the struggles in the fourth
quarter, it was a pair of. sophomores
that saved the Lakers late. Quarter
back Isiah Grimes connected with
receiver Darryl Pitts for a 25-yard
score with 1:16 left to give GVSU (40, 3-0 GLIAC) a 46-41 victory over
Ohio Dominican (2-2, 1-2 GLIAC).
“We were fortunate to win that
game,” said GVSU head coach Matt
Mitchell. “Our kids have some re
siliency ... we were faced with a lot
of adversity and we stuck together,
that’s what this team’s about — we
stick together. They have a lot of
faith in each other and kept grinding

and ended up pulling it out.”
Resiliency was something the
Lakers showed plenty of in that fourth
quarter. Junior safety Dana Dixon in
tercepted Ohio Dominican quarter
back Mark Miller to end the Panthers
final push. Grimes touchdown to Pitts
— one that came on third-and-20 af
ter Grimes fumbled the previous snap
— came in the pouring rain.
Mitchell said it best, it didn’t
come pretty.
“The previous play, I dropped
back and threw a go, got hit pretty
hard. I knew they called it again, rain
was pouring down, and I knew we
were throwing it to Pitts and he’s one
of our best go-ball catchers.” said
Grimes, who went 14-for-30 with
316 yards and three touchdowns. “1
had confidence in him. I just knew
we had to come out and throw the
ball ... we just did everything we
could within ourselves and we just
made a play when we needed to.”
Grimes and the offense had their
moments, both good and bad. Senior
receiver Chotles Johnson grabbed
eight receptions for 136 yards, in
cluding a 43-yard score to put the

Lakers up 21 points in the third quar
ter. He also dropped a long pass late
in the fourth quarter that could have
sealed the games for GVSU, a play
he acknowledged after the game.
The story was the sophomore
Pitts, a player who came up with
two big catches in his first extensive
action of his career.
“I just like the confidence that
Isiah had in me and the coaching
staff,” Pitts said of the last play. “The
play is actually go, to me, so I just
knew the whole Grand Valley team
was on my back, so I just made a play
when my number was called.”
The defense had a similar, incon
sistent effort. After holding Ohio Do
minican to just 13 first-half points,
they collapsed in the second. After
holding the Panthers to just 16 pass
ing yards in the first half, the visitors
leaned on their running game, and a
true-freshman answered.
Tailback Brandon Schoen, the
team’s fourth-string back last week,
rumbled through the GVSU defense
to the tune of 298 yards and a touch
down; a school record. Ohio Domini
can’s 395 rushing yards was also the

most ever allowed by a GVSU defense
— one that has allowed a 100-yard . ,
rusher in every game this season.
“Story of the second half was " ;
third downs and our inability to
sometimes get off the field on third
downs,” Mitchell said. “This team[!
had some adversity heading into this •
game, and we had some adversity;] J
throughout the course of this game*j
... I thought the kids hung in there j •
and fought, even when things didn’t
necessarily look great.”
The win kept GVSU atop the GLI
AC North standings, but also saw them,
lose a number of players to injury.
Sophomore tailbacks Chris Robinson
and Mike Ratay, sophomore defensivej *
end Matt Judon, senior defensive end
Ryan Pettis and junior linebacker Sam
Power all left the game with injuries.! i {i
Word on the severity of the injuries is «**
unknown at this time.
Banged up or not, the Lakers will
2
return to practice this week in prepa- f •!
ration of this week’s road trip to take*! J
on undefeated Michigan Technolog
ical University.
n uup"1 m
-r’-s jTR

sporlf9fffflfhorn.com. *7*

VIDEO ONLINE AT
LANTHORN.COM
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STANDINGS

Even with a change
at quarterback, John
son's
production
remained steady. The se
nior caught eight passes
for 177 yards and a touch
down,
giving
first-time
starter Isiah Grimes a secu
rity blanket on the field. He
did fumble in the red zone
early and drop another pass
late, but his production was
key to the Lakers' success
on offense. Johnson's eight
receptions were more than
the rest of the team com
bined (eight to six).

M.BASKETBALL
GLIAC North Standings
Ferris State
Michigan Tech.
Northwood
GVSU
Saginaw Valley
Northern Mich.
Lake Superior

7-3
7-3
6-4
6-5
5-5
4-6
3-7

W. BASKETBALL
GLIAC North Standings
Ferris State
MichiganTech.
GVSU
Northern Mich.
Northwood
Lake Superior
Saginaw Valley

9-1
7-3
6-5
4-6
2-8
1-9
1*9

M. SWIMMING
AND DIVING
GVSU
Indianapolis
Findlay
Wayne State
Ashland
Lake Erie
Lewis

4-1
2-1
1-2
1-2
1-3
0-1
0-1

W. SWIMMING
AND DIVING
GVSU
HiJIsdale
Findlay
Wayne State
Indianapolis
Ashland
Lake Erie
Lewis
Northern Mich.

5-1
4-1
2-2
2-1
1-2
• 1-4
0-1
0-2
0-2

Wmm

CHARLES
JOHNSON

REGGIE
WILLIAMS

WIDE RECEIVER

CORNERBACK

W.."H«. MM.
■

mua.

The junior intercepted a
pass in the first quarter,
forced a fumble in the sec
ond and returned a kick
80 yards for a touchdown
late in the third quarter.
Mitchell reiterated that
Williams has been mak
ing plays for the Lakers'
defense since last season
— which was no different
in this game. Williams is
the first GVSU player in
history to return and punt
and kick for a touchdown
in the same season.

.1

s *4

*5

*

'm. m ■

.

4 m * m

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

3 - 0 09:39 0DU BrentWahle
38 ycJ field goal

3 - 0 14:40 0DU BrentWahle
40 yd field goal

13 - 34 3rd 04:51 GV Charles
Johnson 43 yd pass from
Isiah Grimes

27 - 40 14:50 0DU Andy
Mick 60 yd pass from Mark
Miller

20 - 34 02:08 0DU Abe
Johnson 3 yd pass from
Mark Miller

34 - 40 09:08 0DU Nick
McKnight 40 yd pass from
Mark Miller

20 -40 01:58 GV Reggie
Williams 83 yd kickoff return

41 - 40 06:07 0DU Mark
Miller 4 yd run

6-7 14:18 GV Michael
Ratay 21 yd run
6-14 12:08 GV Michael
Ratay 20 yd run
13- 14 11:55 0DU Brandon
Schoen 75 yd run
13- 20 09:22 GV Israel
Woolfork 10 yd pass from
Isiah Grimes

«
I*’"
]'■» * m
I
NN
RV

41 -46 01:16 GV Darryl Pitts
25 yd pass from Isiah Grimes

•
i.: ►

i. -

13-26 01:24 GV Michael
Ratay 1 yd run

i
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GVSU VOLLEYBALL BOUNCES
BACK FOLLOWING TOUGH LOSSES
BY BRYCE OEROUIN

last six points on kills; all assisted by
sophomore Clair Ruhenkamp.
"My teammates were telling me
where to hit it,and my couching staff too,”
fter a disappointing start to Aiken said. “TXir passing was really good
GLIAC play — coupled by and Clair was doing good as usual.”
slow starts in both matches over
GVSU was forced to come from
the weekend — the Grand Valley State
behind the next day against Walsh
University women’s volleyball team University (3-6, 1-3 GLIAC) after
rebounded, capturing two conference dropping the first set 25-23, but man
wins and repositioning themselves aged to win the next three sets 25-22,
near the top of the standings.
28-26, 28-26, including erasing a 24GVSU (9-3,2-2 GLIAC) had a rocky
18 deficit in the third set.
start to open conference play, dropping
“When you lose set one, it gives
decisions to Hillsdale College and North- the other team confidence,” said head
wood University, but a trip back to Al coach Deanne Scanlon. “I thought
lendale was all the Lakers needed to end we served pretty consistently and
their two game losing skid.
we started getting the balls to our
The Lakers handed Malone Univer middles more. We weren’t setting
sity (6-3,2-1 GLIAC) their first loss in our middles enough, we were setting
the conference by winning the match our outsides. The GLIAC is a great
3-1, 19-25, 25-12, 25-12, 25-23. The conference and it’s going to be a bat
first set loss was the first time this year tle every night. I think we have the
that GVSU dropped a set at home.
capability to rout teams when we’re
After dominating the next two playing well. I thought we grinded it
sets, GVSU leaned on sophomore out today. I think it’s good to win in a
Abby Aiken, who recorded nine of lot of different ways.”
her 17 kills in the fourth and final set.
Three Lakers managed to record
With the Lakers trailing 21-19 in the a double-doubie against Walsh. Aiken
fourth set, Aiken scored the team’s followed up her performance on Friday

GVL STAFF WRITER

A

rfi'

against Malone with another solid outing,
recording 18 kills and 14 digs. Freshman
Betsy Ronda added 17 kills and 12 digs,
giving her seven double-doubles on the
season and setter Ruhenkamp tallied 59
assists and 18 digs.
After a disappointing weekend, the
Lakers focused on the fundamentals in
practice during the week in preparation
for their home conference openers.
“I think we focused a lot more on
basics and focused and narrowed down
what we needed to work on,” Ronda
said. “A lot of serving, a lot of passing
and a lot of digging, that will help keep
the rallies going and I think that’s what
helped us today.”
• The Lakers will look to continue
their winning ways at home against ri
val Ferris State University on Tuesday.
“We got a big match against Fer
ris.” Scanlon said. “You basically
throw all the records out the door
there. It’s a rival match and we re
ally only have one day to prepare for
it. We’re 2-2, .500 in the conference.
Every match we have to approach like
it’s a battle and it’s a must win.”
ERIC COULTER | GVL

hderouin @ lanthorn .com

Spiked: Abby Ebels spikes the ball during the Lakers four-set victory

over Walsh University. Saturday. Ebels recorded 12 kills in the match.
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Soccer continues shutout streak with weekend sweep
BY KYLE ROSKAMP
GVL STAFF WRfTER

No matter what Mother Nature, the
schedule or its opponents seem to throw
at them lately, nothing seems to be able to
score on the Grand Valley State University
women’s soccer team.
That didn’t change this weekend as the
Lakers took Saginaw Valley State Univer
sity, 04) and Northwood, 3-0.
On Friday night, in a rainy and slippery af
fair. GVSU and Saginaw Valley State played
to a 0-0 stalemate in a game that was marked

by sloppy possession by both teams.
The Lakers’ best chance came early. After
some nice interplay in the opponents’ box,
the ball made its way to the feet of sopho
more Charlie Socia in front of goal, but her
shot went high.
The rest of the first half saw Saginaw Val
ley State pull many players behind the ball
in an effort to stifle the Laker attack. Despite
sneaking through the compact Saginaw VaK
ley State defense for eight shots in the first
half, the Lakers couldn’t find the net.
It was more of the same in the second half,
GVSU dominated possession and the oppo

nent seemed content, to let the leakers pass
the ball around and wait for the home team to
commit an error that they could capitalize on.
The error that Saginaw Valley State was
hoping for, however, was never committed
by the Lakers, and the 90 minutes of regula
tion ended without a goal.
In overtime, the lack of depth from the
Cardinals became evident. Saginaw Val
ley State only used one substitute for the
entire 110 minutes of the match, and in
the extra period, the Lakers began to pick
apart the Cardinal defense for a few more
chances. Chances came and went for the
me wutoetit any change on
few seconds of
shot from senior
Maria Brown hit the underside of the cross
bar but stayed out.
“I got a great cross,” Brown said. “I
thought it was a good look, but it just hit the
crossbar. It was very unlucky.”
The Lakers had a similar amount of pos
sessions on Sunday against Northwood, but
with a dryer field to move the ball around
on, they made their chances count.
“We played with more urgency in attack,”
said coach Dave Dilanni. “Northwood came
out and played a little bit, as opposed to Sag
inaw decided they just wanted to get a tie.”
GVSU started off on the right foot by
playing more directly against a weaker
Northwood team on Sunday afternoon, tak
ing advantage of the dryer weather to create
plenty of chances in the opening minutes.
“I thought Botts and (Kayla) Addison
played well today,’’ Dilanni said. “It’s impor
tant for our better players to play well. Maria
(Brown) played well as well. I feel like we had
more of a fighter mentality in attack”

In the 3rd minute, senior Ashley Botts
seemed to be alone on goal but some persis
tent work from a Northwood defender kept her
from getting a shot off inside the 6-yard box.
An unsuccessful breakaway from Kayla Ad
dison and a pair of point blank saves from the
Northwood goalkeeper on Botts’ efforts tem
porarily kept the Lakers off the scoresheet.
In the 19th minute, the Lakers’ consis
tent pressure finally gave them the lead after
Maria Brown deflected a comer kick to give
the home team a 1-0 lead.
The Lakers didn’t let up. 5 minutes later,
Jenny Shaba got on the end of a cross to put
a
the
rest of the first half, helping Northwood Univer
sity by roaming offsides on plenty of occasions.
“Their back line was really shallow, we
were trying to get in behind them a little
more.” Dilanni said. "It was the nature of
the game we were playing, but there a few
players who could have been more alert in
timing there runs.”
As the Lakers improved to 7-0-2 on the
season. Senior goalkeeper Chelsea Parise
got her 50th and 51st shutouts of her colle
giate career, although she didn’t have many
saves to make in either contest.
“Even though I didn’t have to make many
saves, I still was doing my job vocally.”
Parise said. “The shutouts don’t matter, it’s
all about the team getting the win.”
The Laker women look to stay unde
feated on their^^iMne road trip that begins
Friday at Malone. They return to Alletidale
to take on Northern Michigan University on
Oct. 19 at 7 p.m.

roskampk@lanthorn .com

ERIC COULTER | GVL

Spiked: Senior midfielder Erin Hilbert takes the ball up the field past a Saginaw Valley State

defender. Hilbert and the GVSU team battled the harsh weather to finish the game in a 0-0 tie.
t
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Bouncing Back
Lakers turn it around following sloppy start
BY ZACH SEPANIK
GVL STAFF WRITER

Aside from battling the University of
Michigan Golf Course itself, the Grand
Valley State University women’s golf
team also faced rainy, cold and just plain
nasty conditions on Saturday and Sunday
as they finished in 8th place at the Wol
verine Invite.
“Certainly that affects the girl’s games,
they are just not used to playing in that,”
said GVSU head coach Rebecca Mailloux. “They haven’t played in it in several
months. Conditions are the same for ev
erybody and everyone has to deal with it.
No one was ready for that kind of weather
this early.”
GVSU and Ferris State University
were the only Division II schools to com
pete in the 14-team field, as the rest were
Division I foes.
The University of Michigan tied with
Florida International University for firstplace with a total team score of 930.
Meanwhile, Xavier University, the Uni
versity of Illinois and Eastern Michigan
University rounded out the top-five, each
owning a share of third.

For the Lakers, Sunday’s final round
featured their best team score of the
weekend (315) on the par-71 course.
Sophomore Kelly Haiti gan and junior Ve
ronica Ryan paved the way, each shooting
78. Senior Mami Weinstein shot her best
score of the tournament coming in at 79,
while freshman Gabrielle Shipley carded
an 80.
The team made quite a turnaround
following day one, in which the women
played two 18-hole rounds. A team score
of 663 had the Lakers sitting in 10th place
looking up.
“It was definitely a good experience for
the D-I tournament to have a completely
diff erent mindset and playing 36 and then
18,” Hartigan said. “Playing against the
D-I teams, we can compete with them but
it is completely different than when we
play in our tournaments against confer
ence teams.”
It was Hartigan who paced GVSU with
rounds of 80 and 78 on Saturday. Her 236
two-day total, 23-over par, left her in a tie
for 17th on the individual leaderboard.
While Hartigan carded the lowest first
round score for the Lakers, it was Shipley
who stepped up big in round two, shooting

a 77, eight strokes better than her opening
performance. Overall, she finished in a tie
for 29th with a 242 tournament score.
“When I looked at everything I real
ized I had 35 putts in the 85 and only 26 in
the 77, so that really made a big difference
for me,” Shipley said. “I also noticed I hit
a lot more greens when I shot 77 which is
really good out on this golf course because
you are setting yourself up for birdie and
par that much easier.”
Showing improvement each round,
Ryan came in with scores of 87 and 83 on
Saturday, but Weinstein took a step back
on the first day, shooting an 83 then fol
lowing that up with a 90. Junior Cassady
Kauble rounded out the GVSU competi
tors with matching rounds of 95, before
finishing the tournament with an 89.
Also, competing as an individual,
sophomore Molly Esordi finished the first
day with a 197 total. She saved her best
round for the final day as she shot a 93.
After two tournaments on the road, the
Lakers head home this weekend to host
the Gilda’s Club Laker Fall Invite. The
field will tee it up Sept. 29-30 at Mead
ows Crossing Golf Course.

zsepanik@lanthorn com
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Fore: Senior Ashley Beard admires a shot at a tournament last

season. Beard and the Lakers finished 8th this weekend.

T F N N I S

“Our doubles are the key to our
success. Everyone is becoming
more relaxed as we are getting
deeper into the season, wejust
need to keep building off of what
we have accomplished so far. ”
KATELYN SCHAFER
SENIOR

BO ANDERSON | GVL

Served: Lexi Rice returns a shot cross court during a recent match against Walsh University.
The sophomore went 0-3 at the ITA Regionals, losing in two singles matches and one doubles.
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Women's tennis plays
well at ITA Regionals
BYTATE BAKER

and a half hour match.
“It was really crazy, something you rarely
see,” Schafer said in reference to her team
n eventful weekend ensued for the mates marathon match.
Grand Valley State University wom
Christina Lucas and Ann Marie Maren’s tennis team as they faced off ran highlighted the Lakers’ doubles teams
against a collection of teams that included
as they won the “B” tournament this past
Northwood University, Saginaw Valley weekend.
State University and Ferris State University
“It was nice to see everyone have a good
at the ITA Regional tournament.
showing this weekend.” said head coach
“It was good to see what competition John Black. “Hopefully we continue to im
would be like further down the road,” said prove from here on out.”
senior Allison Fecko. “Overall, everyone
As the season gets into its groove, the
played good this past weekend, it was a Lakers continue to build chemistry, espe
good showing for us.
cially with the focus built around the dou
As the weather turned, so did the ven bles.
ue for the ITA regionals. The tournament
“Our doubles are key to our success,”
picked up from Jenison High School and Schafer said. “Everyone is becoming more
changed gears to an indoor venue.
relaxed as we are getting deeper into the
“It’s just the nature of the game,” said season, we just need to keep building off of
senior Katelyn Schafer. “It did however what we have accomplished so far.”
impact the waiting time between matches.
Once the season gets rolling, look for
There was a lot more down time for us, the Lakers to get more aggressive with their
something we are really not used to when play.
compared to our outdoor matches.”
“We need our play to be more aggres
Bright spots for the Lakers included Leah sive but not overly aggressive,” Black said.
Dancz who went deep in the top singles “Minimizing mistakes is also key.”
tournament, which ended in a thrilling three
tbaker® lanthorn com
GVL STAFF WRITER
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Founders CEO shares success story with students
fanatic, and after starting
three unsuccessful business
GVL STAFF WRITER
es, he decided to attempt to
make money doing what he
rand Valley State loved - brewing beer.
But the idea of owning
University’s
So
ciety for the Ad the second-ranked brew
vancement of Management
ery in the world and being
hosted a lecture by Mike one of the most successful
Stevens, CEO of Found entrepreneurs in Michi
ers Brewing Company, last gan never crossed Stevens’
Thursday.
mind, he said.
SAM is a new GVSU
At Founders’ inception,
student group focused on there were zero breweries
bridging the gap between in Grand Rapids, and the
the classroom and the cor idea of starting a brewery
porate world by teaching that wasn’t associated with
students about profession big names like Miller, Coal development through ors or Budweiser was almost
hands-on experience, ac completely unheard of in the
cording to their website.
Midwest.
Stevens addressed a
With that said, the first
crowd of more than 50 few years for Founders were
people, discussing the rough.
craft beer industry, his
“We didn’t really invent
personal approach to busi much,” Stevens said.
ness and the story of his
They started by following
brewery’s success.
the trends of the new West
Founders opened in 1997, Coast microbreweries, brew
but the idea came years be ing wheat beer, amber ale and
fore that. Stevens was a pale ale. After four years of
self-described home-brew working 12-18 hours a day,
BY GRAHAM LIDDELL

G

COURTESY | MLIVE.COM

Brewed: Founders employees stand together in the brewery.

six days a week and taking
out second mortgages on
homes, Stevens said he had
to “sell (his) soul to inves
tors” to the point where he

only owned 1 percent of his
own business’ stock.
In 2000, Founders was
nearly bankrupt, and Ste
vens said he knew that they

needed to either go out of
business or reinvest and
make some serious changes.
“We felt like it was time to
hit the reset button,” Ste
vens said.
After finding a few key
investors. Founders com
mitted to making “bigger,
bolder, more complex”
brews. Over the next five
years, they developed a rep
utation as “the guys making
beer for the serious beer
geeks,” pioneering flagship
beers like Dirty Bastard
Scotch Ale and Kentucky
Breakfast Stout.
Compared to what stu
dents learn in Business class,
Stevens’ approach was quite
risky, said Kip Nguyen, a
freshman finance major and
member of SAM.
“In real life there are a
lot of other factors that you
never learn in school,” he
said. “Mr. Stevens’ story
involves a lot of luck.”
Katie Armstrong, a senior
majoring in supply chain man
agement, said she admired

Stevens’ perseverance.
By 2007, Founders had
found its niche in a new cul
ture of home-brewers and
beer enthusiasts.
“We decided to only
brew the beers that we re
ally wanted to drink,” Ste
vens said.
Founders’ current slogan,
“Brewed for Us,” comes from
this attitude.
Between 2007 and 2012,
Founders drastically increased
beer production, began to dis
tribute beer to 23 states, and
increased sales from an aver
age of $900,000 a year to $50
million a year.
“It’s sweet that he
started the business when
the industry wasn’t re
ally there yet,” said Kevin
Chau, a senior majoring in
business. “And now it’s
one of the leading brands
of craft beer.”
It is this difficult, re
warding journey that has
defined Founders Brewing
Company.

gliddell@ lanthorn .com

GVSU Amnesty group petitions a man's life

AUSTIN METZ | GVL
Signed for change:

Amnesty members Work the table trying to gain support for Reggie Clemons, who is awaiting the death penalty.The group is aiming to acquire signatures to free Clemons.

BY PAIGE PLATTE
GVL LAKER LIFE EDITOR

Amnesty International students at Grand
Valley State University are striving to edu
cate students about the death penalty in their
efforts to seek justice for Reggie Clemons,
who was sentenced to death after being con
victed as an accomplice in the murder of
two young women in St. Louis in 1991.
The 15 group members on campus of
fered facts about Clemons’s case last week
at tables in Kirkhof and allowed students
the chance to sign a petition for Clemons’s
retrial.
“The case is so pressing,” said Jessica
Wehby, a member of Amnesty International
at GVSU. “It’s happening now and it’s a
great opportunity to educate Grand Valley
about both sides of the death penalty.”
There was no physical evidence to sup

port the case against Clemons, according to
amenestyusa.org, and questions have arisen
regarding the “reliability of his conviction,”
with allegations of police coercion, prosecutional misconduct, and a “stacked jury” hav
ing arisen.
The group was able to gather about 50
signatures to add the petition for Clemons’s
retrial.
“We didn’t have a set goal of signatures
in mind,” Wehby said. “We would have been
happy to get even a few, we’re just happy to
educate people.”
Amnesty International members on cam
pus attended the Amnesty national confer
ence over the summer in Denver, Colorado.
The conference is broken up into different
sessions based on the different areas of hu
man rights. At this conference, Clemons
was the main focus in the death penalty ses
sion. The Amnesty group members learned

more about the case and the Amnesty Inter
national efforts as a whole before bringing
the awareness back to campus.
Wehby took on a personal passion for the
case, purchasing a shirt in support of Clem
ons and being present at several group ta
bling events.
“Amnesty International kind of gave
me a way to get my voice back by giving
a voice to those who don’t have a voice,”
Wehby said.
GVSU Amnesty president, Christina
Uplinger, mentioned the importance of this
case for their group.
“We don’t want a repeat of last year,” she
said.
As the group focuses on supporting
Clemons, a past case lingers in their minds.
In September of last year, the group peti
tioned forTroy Davis. Davis’s case was very
similar to Clemons’s because the case had

several pieces that did not seem to add up.
Amnesty group members on campus rallied
together to collect over 300 signatures for
Davis’s petition and hosted a vigal at Cook
Carillon Tower on the day he was sentenced
to be executed.
Despite Amnesty’s efforts Davis was ex
ecuted.
Davis stands as a reminder for Amnesty
members.
“As hard as we work, there are always
things we can do better,” Uplinger said.
Amnesty International continues in their
efforts as the decision on whether Clemons
will be granted a retrial has yet to be de
cided. Until the final decision is made, the
Amnesty International group at GVSU will
continue to raise awareness and seek justice
for Clemons’s retrial.
lakerlife @ lanthorn .com

FYLE series aims to create future leaders
BY HANNAH MATRO
GVL STAFF WRITER

• This October. Grand Valley State Uni
versity Laker Life Leadership Programs
will sponsor a five-week series called First
Year Leadership Experience. According to
their website, the series is ‘designed to assist
new leaders in creating and enhancing their
personal philosophy of leadership while de
veloping basic leadership skills and learning
about all of the leadership opportunities that
the GVSU community has to offer.’
All first-year students and transfers are
encouraged to embark on a journey that will
help them harness skills needed not only to
be leaders in a college environment, but skills
that will also leak into post-college life.
t “FYLE was the starting point for my
involvement on campus,” said Andrew
ftrown, a GVSU jupior. “After attending the
program as a first-year student, I began at
tending other Laker Leadership Programs,

and also got involved with my Community
Council in the Residence Halls. I currently
am a Leadership and Service Intern for
the Community Service Learning Center
and Laker Leadership Programs, a Writing
Consultant in the Fred Meijer Center for
Writing and Michigan Authors, and a Peer
Educator in the Counseling and Career De
velopment Center. Without taking that first
step and signing up for FYLE, I can’t say
for certain that I would be as involved on
campus as I am today.”
TTie five sessions, held weekly on Tues
days in October, will focus on subjects such
as values, ethics, inclusion, goal setting,
and networking. The aim of the series is to
jumpstart new leaders into their roles, creat
ing leaders who will transcend beyond lim
its and expectations.
Students who participate must either
be freshmen, first year student, or transfer
students who have completed a semester at
GVSU. The new role as a leader and even

as a participant in FYLE is potentially awk
ward and stressful for some students. The
facilitators, however, work hard to make it a
comfortable environment. Brown said.

“Within five minutes the awk
wardness disappears. You re
laughing and having a great
time, and when the night is
over; you realize that you
learned a lot about yourself..."
ANDREW BROWN
GVSU JUNIOR

“Within five minutes the awkwardness
disappears,” Brown said. “You’re laughing
and having a great time, and when the night
is over you realize that you learned a lot

about yourself as well.”
Along with creating strong leaders,
FYLE often cultivates friendships between
the students who attend the program for
the five weeks.
“I still talk to many of the students
and facilitators from both years that I was
involved in the program,” Brown said.
“Since then. I’ve collaborated with many
of these students on different projects, be
cause they truly are phenomenal leaders
from all areas on campus.”
The program is activity-based. No stu
dent wants to come and essentially take an
other class at the end of the day, so FYLE
strives to be fun, interactive and still effec
tive, according to their website.
The sessions will be held on Tuesdays
in October from 6-8:30 p.m. in the Kirk
hof Center 2263. For more information on
the Laker Life Leadership Program or the
FYLE sessions, go to gvsu.edu/leadership.

hmatro ® lanthorn £om
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ArtPrize begins fourth year

KAITLYN BOWMAN | GVL

ArtPrize kicked off its fourth year last Wednesday
with live music, a flash mob and a whole bunch of art.
The competition has grown since last year, featuring
more than 1,500 entries at 162 different venues around
downtown Grand Rapids.This year's voting carries a little
more weight with the $200,000 grand prize decided $y
the public, a new $100,000 juried award and five$20,0(^0
juried awards, which could allow one entry to win up lo
$320,000 - the largest prize yet. The first round of public
voting runs until Sept. 29, when the Top 10 winners will
be announced, followed by round two voting until Oct. 4,
when the public's favorite 2012 entry is announced.
14
Votes can be cast on artprize.org, via text message Of
on the free ArtPrize mobile application. Catch all of the art
before it's gone - ArtPrize ends on Oct. 7. For more infor
mation go to www.artprize.org.
*

Stuffed: GVSU students enjoy a Sunday dinner put on by the Wesley House.The dinner is provided by the United Methodist church.

Wesley Fellowship House hosts weekly dinners
MEGAN BRAXMAIER
GVL STAFF WRITER

group of college stu
dents gather around a
dining table to have a
home cooked meal and
good conversation every Sun
day night at 5 p.m. Last week
it was chicken, salad, rice and
cake - next week it could be
pizza, pasta or burgers.
Are you hungry yet?
‘Cause you’re invited.
This group of students is the
Wesley Fellowship, who host a
dinner open to all students every
week at the Wesley House.
The Wesley Fellowship is a
service provided by the Unit
ed Methodist church serving
Grand Valley State University
students and young adults in
the Grand Rapids area. Accord
ing to the website, Wesley is a
“welcoming, diverse commu
nity which strives to be open
to persons of all backgrounds,
traditions and experiences.”
The Wesley House, located
south of campus at 4549 Luce
Street, is where members of

A

the Wesley Fellowship gather
to connect with each other
and have a home-cooked meal
with close friends, and invite
others in hopes of making
some new ones.
some“Wesley Fellowship means
community,” said Wesley
member Caitlin Reese. “It
means people coming together
because they love God and just
doing life together.”
Most members of the
Wesley Fellowship are stu
dents at GVSU, but not all.
They talk about a variety
of things from student life to
television to sports. They are
not just a group, but a group of
friends looking to grow within
the community and who pro
vide a way for students to get
involved with campus.
One of the greatest
strengths of the group is that
they are so close to campus,
yet away from the hustle and
bustle of student life, said
Wesley Fellowship President,
Nate Eyestone.
“It’s a place where I can
come and relax and really

get away,” Eyestone said.
“I would say too, that for
people of faith, it is a good
chance, because we have so
many groups on campus, we
are smaller and more per
sonal. We really get to learn
each other’s names and each
other’s life story.”
Students who are look
ing to get involved with the
Wesley Fellowship have the
opportunity to attend Wes
ley’s meet and greet today
in Kirkhof room 2266 at 5
p.m. Pizza will be provided
and students can learn about
the group’s upcoming spring
break trip to Detroit.
The group also teams
up with Valley Church on
Wednesday nights for pizza
at 8:30 p.m., followed by
worship from 9-10 p.m.
in Kirkhof at Area 51. Not
Methodist? Not a problem.
Members of the Wesley Fel
lowship agree that all faiths
are welcome to dinner and
worship with the club.
“We are incredibly ap
proachable,” Reese said. “At

Si

this point I don’t think there
would be anyone that would
judge you because of a certain
belief or aspect. We are really
open. We’re small enough to
be personal but big enough to
make a difference.”
Wesley Fellowship’s su
pervisor and United Methodist
Church Rev. Greg Lawton also
encourages students of all faiths
and backgrounds to come and
have dinner with the group.
“Wesley Fellowship is a
place to come share ideas,”
Lawton said. “Everyone is
welcome. We don’t make a
judgment of anyone for any
reason. We want you to decide
whether or not you like us, not
the other way around.”
Anyone who is interested
in the Wesley Fellowship can
go to their website at gvwesley.org or their Facebook page
at Facebook.com/gvwesley.
Students who are also inter
ested in attending Sunday
night dinners but have trans
portation issues can contact
members for rides.

mhraxmaier@ lanthorn .com

Blue Man Group comes to DeVos

•y

The world famous Blue Man Group is bringing theit
unique musical experience from Sept. 25-30 to the DeVef
Performing Arts Center located in downtown Grand Rap
ids, not too far from Grand Valley State University's Pqw
Campus.The group is on its first U.S. theatrical tour, an<3
is sure to put on an astounding show that is fun for all
ages. As a special promotion through GVSU and Broadway Grand Rapids, students can purchase discounted
tickets for certain seats ranging from $30-60 for theThur£
day and Sunday performances at the 20/20 desk, with no
service charges or fees. Lakers can also get discounted
tickets for other Blue Man Group shows from the box of*
fice, but there will be a service fee.
For more information, contact the 20/20 desk at (616)
331-2020 or the DeVos Box Office at (616) 742-6600.

Criminal Justice Association, Community and
Public Service college co-sponsor event
• rt

The College of Community and Public Service at Grand Val
ley State University, the Henry Institute of Calvin College,
the West Michigan Restorative Justice Coalition, the GVSU
school of Criminal Justice and the GVSU Criminal Justice
Students Association are co-sponsoring the Kent County
Candidate Open Forum on Justice Issues on Sept. 26. • The forum will take place from 7-9 p.m. at the GVSter
Pew Campus Loosemore Auditorium. Candidates rOn*
ning for public office will be speaking and will answer arrj
questions about criminal justice issues. Students will be
able to learn about many criminal justice issues as well^s^
to ask any questions that they may have and discover hpfftv
these issues impact their daily life.
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WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

DADA^^LIFE
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WANT TO WIN TICKETS TO THIS CONGER
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1. Go to www.surveymonkey.com/sAiestogiveaway
" * /R ■ ■ 2. Enter your information
3. Winners will be picked every week through September
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS,
FACULTY AND STAFF some restrictions apply

\ V

FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460
classifieds@ lanthorn.com

Stiles Machinery
Inside Sales
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Unpaid
Dominican Sisters of Grand Search Job ID: 15566361
Apply By: November 30,
Rapids
2012
Internship
For More information visit
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Search Job ID: 15566390
Apply By: October 11,2012
For More information visit Events by Jessica Ann
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15566418
Apply By: October 12, 2012
For More information visit
Garranteed Solutions
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Fall Motion Design Internship
Location: Wyoming, Ml
H&R Block
Salary: College Credit
Accounting Internship
Search Job ID: 15566438
Location: Wyoming, Michi
Apply By: October 31, 2012
gan
For More information visit
Salary: $8.50/ 9:00 an hour
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Search Job ID: 15566331
Apply By: September 22,

Announcements

Internships

WALK TO STOP DIABETES
American Diabetes Associa
tion Annual Step Out Walk To
Stop Diabetes
October 6, Rosa Parks Circle
8:00AM Registration
9:00AM Start
Visit www.diabetes.org/stez
pqulgrandrapids to sign up a
team, or an individual

Employment
Nucraft Furniture Company
Human Resources Intern
Location: Comstock Park,
Michigan
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15566433
Apply By: Qctober 12, 2012
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Gordom Food Service Inc.
IS Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15565613
Apply By: September 26,

,*** •
’1 TVvT- •
aas •• sM •

2012
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

(616) 447 5511

Safe Kids Greater Grand
Rapids Internship
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15566437
Apply By: October 12, 2012
For More information visit
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Holland Historical Museum
Administrative Internship
Location: Holland, Ml
Search Job ID: 15566386
2012
Apply By: October 11, 2012
For More information visit
Peppinos
For More information visit
Marketing Director
Acton Institute for the Study www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Location: Allendale, Ml
of Religion and Liberty
Salary: Paid
Communications Intern
V.MAN)> VAt i t v
Goes
Search Job ID: 15566484
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Apply By: September 28, Search Job ID: 15566300
2012
Apply By: October 5, 2012
iFor More information visit For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs]
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
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Super Crossword
ACROSS
1 “Good Fellas'
co-star Joe
6 London sub
way route
diagram
13 Plate
umpire’s call
20 “Par —“
(stamp on
airmail)
21 Religious
hermit
22 Wyoming
tribe
23 “A Boy and
His Dog"
sci-fi writer
25 Pronto
26 Bus. college
course
27 Aircraft abbr
28 Star of the
silent film
"Madame
Du Barry’
30 “Dharma &
Greg’ costar Jenna
33 Pupil locale
34 Pick —
(cavil)
35 In a certain
folk singing
style
37 Relief pitcher
with the
2004 World
Series
winning Red
Sox

90
91
92
94
96
97

Sea, to Fifi
Forest feline
Dark loaves
Greek letter
Domicile
Native of Fiji
or Vanuatu
99 Places to
see stars in
science
centers
102 Back part
103 Lab bottle
104 Bond girl
player
d’Abo
105 Have
practical
usefulness
110 Kin of Ltd
111 In a crowd
of
112 Stage
names
113 Assorted
119 Tooth puller
120 Unicellular
swimmers
121 Romanov
royals
122 Chip away
at
123 Gets thinner
124 Toss about

43
44
45
46

Revered one
Horse's kin
Padlock part
Sneakpr
stringers
47 Even If,
briefly
48 Old crone
50 —di-dah
51 ‘Got some
thoughts?’
53 Old city
buried by
the eruption
of Mt.
Vesuvius
57 Man-mouse
link
58 Additionally
59 Bun seed
60 1965
Yardbirds hit
62 Bad. m Brest
65 Census
stat
66 Novocain,
for one
70 Twisty curve
73 U lead-in
74 Foray
75 First family
as of 2009
79 Coal mines
81 High-fashion
inits
83 Boarding of
a jet
85 Derides
88 Before, in
verses
89 Hair stiffener

DOWN
1 Oom—
band
2 Hungarianborn Gabor
3 English title

4 Gary of
"Diffrent
Strokes"
5 How soup is
often sold
6 Juvenile
7 Address for
* a dot-com
8 Minsk locale
9 Oskar
Schindler’s
wife
10 Sea vapors
11 — Z
(thoroughly)
12 Letter-writing
friends
13 Attach with
brads, e.g.
14 In a florid
way
15 “Slither" star
James
16 Church nook
17 Sharp taste
18 Blacken on
a grill
19 Arizona tribe
24 All-or- —
29 More or less
even (with)
30 Wharton and
Bunker
31 Chinese nut
32 They’re
often tilecovered
33 Brains have
high ones
36 Trilogy, often
37 Spa sound

10 11

12

38
39
40
41
42

45
48
49
50
52
54
55
56
57
61
63
64
67
68

69
70
71
72
76
77
78
13

— tai
A-F filler
Movie units
Make blank
County
whose seat
is Newark
Hard-hitting
carpenters
Comic's
forte
Baldwin and
Guinness
Greg Evans
comic strip
Dog tag
info
Fresno loc.
Zip
PC letter
Saloon sign
In unison
Make up for.
as sins
Slander's
kin
“Cornin’ —!’
“Good"
cholesterol
abbr.
Spying aid.
briefly
— salts
(cathartic)
After then
Sword
matenal
Recolleclion
Vigorless
condition
Watercourse
14

15

16

80 “Sisters"
co-star Ward
82 Tiny grooves
84 Opposed to,
in dialect
86 Politico Paul
87 Most severe
88 Nighttime, in
verses
93 Hired lawn
maintamer
94 Sugar pill
95 1968 film
computer
96 Most difficult
98 Attends
99 — move
ment
(military
maneuver)
100 Actress
Watson
101 Infects
103 Sunshade
105 Get dimmer
106 Intestine
divisions
107 Dryer fluff
108 Sol followers
109 F —
“Frank”
111 Heady
brews
114 “—cornin’!"
115 Judge's
field
116 Scull mover
117 Suffix with
strict
118 NNE’S
opposite
17

18

19
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Linda Thistle

Without rotating the small squares on the right, try to arrange them into
the pattern shown in the diagram at the left so that the number next to
each large triangle equals the sum of the four numbers in that triangle.
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MAGIC MAZE •

HOCUS-FOCUS

BY
HENRY BOLTINOFF
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Find Ike listed word* in the diagram The; run m all directions Forward,
up. down and diagonally

backward,

112
121

Cargo
Clipper
Container
Ghost

Hospital
Merchant
Naval
Passenger

Pirate
Sailing
Space
Star

Tall
Treasure
Whaling
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BY AUSTIN METZ

ing to use the activities, there is
a one time activity fee that can
M
be paid at the same time as the
he family mentality is an first rent payment.
emphasis at Campus View
A major goal of Campus
Apartments and Town- View is to help make the transi
houses located within a stone’s
tion from on-campus living to
throw of Grand Valley State off-campus living as smooth as
University’s Allendale campus.
possible. Gardner said they ac
Located at the intersection complish that by offering more
of Pierce St. and 42nd Ave., to do than other apartment
Campus View has been serv complexes, by being closer to
ing students since 1967 when campus than any other apart
current owner Brian Gardner’s ment complex and even some
father opened it. Today, Cam on-campus housing, and by
pus View is run by Brian, his caring few each resident.
wife Lynn, and their children
Erica Gordon is a GVSU
and feature many activities for student who has lived at Cam
residents to participate in.
pus View since May 2011 and
“We are the only apartment felt that the atmosphere and
complex with a full-court, the people are what separate
hardwood basketball court,” them from the others. Brian Gardner said. “We also
“The people are great and
offer a swimming pool, hot the atmosphere makes stay
tub, an 18-hole frisbee golf ing here great,” Gordon said.
course, and a workout room “There are a lot of things to do
for residents to use.”
here from the pool to the rec
For students who prefer in center. Sometimes 1 don’t feel
door activities, Campus View like going back to campus so I
offers a movie room that fea just go to the center.”
tures a 128” high-definition
Gordon also said that along
projection screen, a video game with everything there is to do,
loft with a 55” plasma screen, the prices of Campus View re
and a game room with ping- main competitive.
pong, foosball, air hockey, and
Campus View offers apart
pool tables. For residents look ments that are fully furnished that
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Campus View brings
family to campus housing

^afurJau, October 6
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ERIC COULTER

Look good, feel good: Campus View's work-out facility keep students active.

^attccS
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start at $285 a month per person.
The townhouses offer private
bedrooms and bathrooms and
start at $335 a month per person
with residents having the option
to self-fumish the unit.
Campus View is currently
running a promotion for $200
in savings - $ 100 off the first
month’s rent and $100 off
the activity fee. Also, $50
down holds your unit with
the remainder of the activity
fee of $150 and your securi
ty deposit deferred until the
second semester.
For students looking to get
to campus. Campus View offers
the Campus View shuttle which
Gardner said runs from 7:45 am.
to noon and drops students off in
front of the Kirkoff Center.
As Campus View contin
ues to strive to offer the best in
off-campus housing, they will
be doing so while continu
ing to update apartments to
ensure each unit has state-ofthe-art facilities for each and
every resident. From laundry
amenities to the gaming as
pect, Campus View has the
toolsJo make each resident’s
transition smooth and easy.

associate® lanthorn com
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Grand Rapids
Premier Hiohrise
State-of-the-art cinema room
-Furnished homes available
-Indoor pool and sauna
-Connected to Skywalk
-Luxury Apartments

•"Ss®^763300
Street

J 201

^rcuullUipUb.WI

1

-24 hour Fitness Centen
-Rooftop Sports Deck
-Cable TV included
-24 hour Security Z
-On site laundry

$50 off per month to GVSU Students and Staff
-Short walk from downtown j] J 01
iff
-Covered Garage Paring
umnv.plazatcwersaf

a Campus View lease by November 16th & just
all you need to hold a unit for next year don't pay the rest until January 2013

n . puns mm
You will receive $100 off your activity
$100 off your 1st months rent. That1
In savings Just for signing early!

Wo ClLOLl‘1 Lvi.ddi.Lie VillOLl YvO
N.QW ts ihe b(=&i itiue io idbi
For more detais, cal ut of 616.695.6678 or vtstt our office. Just across the street from
GVSU South Apartments! You can also check us out onlne at Ctiul’ULVllHVliOl'dlitntlUi
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NORTH CAMPUSTOWNHOMES | COURTESY

Blue skies: North CampusTownhomes offers students the be6t of both worlds.

of living at home.
Standards are high and
when people call Bolks at
or students looking to North Campus Townhomes
experience townhome- with an issue, they jump to
style living while hav it to try to fix tenant’s needs.
Bolks and her husband are ac
ing a little personal space from
the bustling Grand Valley tually new landlords this year,
State University campus, life but tenant Tyler Ferguson said
as a tenant at North Campus the transition and complex has
Townhomes next year may be been exactly what he’s look
ing for.
the life for you.
Located at ll 250 Kistler
“It’s nice and quiet, it’s
Ave., North Campus Town- spacious and under control
homes provides a more pri and doesn’t have the crazi
vate living experience for stu ness with bills,” the sopho
dents ranging from the serious more psychology major said.
variety to those looking for a “Sonya has been here three
new locale.
times in just a few weeks, she
“It’s a private quiet area, comes around and checks in
and it’s new which is nice for with us ... I’m enjoying it here
us being landlords,” said com so far.”
plex owner Sonya Bolks. “The
As for amenities, the com
maintenance, we take pride in plex includes a full washer
that, and as parents ourselves and dryer along with pre-paid
with college kids, we want to cable and water for tenants.
make sure it’s a good, clean, With the location tucked back
safe environment.”
off Lake Michigan Dr., tenants
'That parental mentality is are also within walking dis
one of the main things that tance of the bus stop, GVSU’s
separate North Campus Town- main entrance and the Speed
homes from other off-campus way down the road.
apartment complexes. With
“I think it’s more for seri
very spacious buildings, the ous students, it seems like we
complex has all the amenities get that, but we have football
BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN

GVL SPORTS EDITOR

F

u-t0wnhomes.com
lendaie. Ml. 49401

players, too,” Bolks said. “It’s
convenient because it’s all
walkable (distance) to cam
pus, for groceries - you have
all your convenience.”
The complex offers unique
three-bedroom,
two-bath
set ups with leases ranging
from a 10-month version to a
12-month version.
“As local owners, we’re
close by and maintenance is
always taken care of,” Bolks
said. “Myself being a parent,
now I look at is as having 15
kids. Being in the community,
our reputation is on it, so we
have very high standards be
ing locally owned.”

sports @ lanthorn .com
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Your home away from home

MeadowsCrossing

Meadows Crossing offers great location, amenities

apartments I

the place to be

BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
GVL EDITOR IN CHIEF

ocated conveniently across
from
Meadows Golf
Course, on the comer of
48th West Avenue and West
Campus Drive, Meadows Cross
ing offers Grand Valley State
University students a great loca
tion at a great price.
“We offer a high-quality liv
ing environment for our resi
dents,” said Karen Bier-Hobbs,
Meadows Crossing property
manager. “We provide privacy
and comfort, security and an ar
ray of attractive amenities.”
At Meadows, students can
choose from two- or four-bed
room apartments and town homes,
which range from $410 to $480 a
month for a 12-month lease. Each
ERIC COULTER | GVL
unit is fully furnished and includes
Creature comforts: Meadows units all come fully furnished.
bedroom furniture, a sofa, coffee
table, side chair, couch, end table dryer - not to mention a premi day, seven days a week.
The complex also has a va
and entertainment center.
um cable TV package and high
There is no cost to park at speed internet at no extra cost to riety of shops, specifically de
Meadows, so students can keep students, so you don’t have to signed to maximize convenience
their wheels stationary and worry about how to spend your and fun for tenants. Drop by Hip
Party Store to get ready for your
their wallets thicker, and on-site downtime between classes.
bus stops that connect to both
Still not enough? Meadows Friday night, or just for some
Rapid routes ‘37 and 48, mov Crossing offers the best of sun and supplies when the crunch of
ing throughout GVSU’s campus fun with a resort-style swimming exam time makes it difficult to
without feeling the pain at the pod and spa when the weather is get to the grocery store. Located
warm, and tenants can get their on the other side of the Meadows
pump has never been easier.
“Meadows Crossing has a bodies toned and pool-ready with Crossing Fitness Center, students
lot to offer, but the biggest is at the Meadows Crossing Fitness can kick back at the Hookah
convenience to the bus stops,” Center, with free, 24-hour ac Longue for sane quiet conversa
Bier-Hobbs said. “There’s no cess to treadmills, elliptical, free tion and relaxation with friends.
“This is my fourth year living
weights and much more. In fact,
price on time saved.”
Utilities at Meadows have all Meadows Crossing is designed at Meadow’s Crossing and it re
been selected in the spirit of sus for, promoting physical fitness, ally has become my home away
tainability, with 90 percent effi with on-site basketball and vol from home,” said GVSU student
cient gas-forced air furnaces, fast- leyball courts and ample pave Bianca Parmone. “I love all of the
amenities they have to offer as well
recovery water heaters, compact ment for biking and walking.
If you’re not a fan of the great as everything that comes with the
fluorescent light bulbs, low-flow
showerheads and sink aerators, outdoors or the cold winter weath apartment. I didn’t have to worry
Andersen windows, energy- er has got you down, the Mead about providing my own furniture,
efficient floor plans and recy ows Crossing Clubhouse has all of and having my own bedroom and
cling for paper, plastic, glass and your indoor entertainment needs, bathroom allows for privacy. It’s a
cardboard. Meadows Crossing equipped with Ping-Pong, foos- very safe and friendly environment,
units all come with a dishwasher, ball and pool tables along with a and I would definitely recommend
microwave, refrigerator, garbage quiet study space and free print Meadow’s Crossing to others.”
editorial@ lanthorn jcom
disposal and full washer and ing, all open to tenants 24 hours a
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FOR PEOPLE WHO EN|0Y OPTIONS
ROYALTY SERVICE
We listen to your comments and make
changes based on your suggestions.

START AT
MEAD0WSCR0SSING.NET
24 7 Fitness Center

Free Tanning

Deluxe Pool & Spa

Fully Furnished
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4823 West Campus Dr. Allendale, MI. 49401

CAMPUS

A

PARTMENTS 616. 895. 5904
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www.campuswest.net

Come and See Why You’ll Love CW!
Whether you need a 4 bedroom townhome,
a 2 bedroom apartment, or a 1 bedroom
suite, Campus West can provide.
* Free ^|fl and Expanded Cable
>w & Trash Removal
^tfness Room
* Free Ta 1 nmg
* Free Re Room
ifgMHP

We offer both furnished and unfurnished
units on both the 37 & 48 bus routes at
rates that are tough to beat!
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Campus Wes! offers up tennants
quality service at the right price
home-style complexes to go with
a plethora of perks and amenities.
“Campus West is more of a
community
than other places.
hile the school year is
I
feel
like
a
lot of people get to
.still in its infancy, stu
know
their
neighbors
a lot bet
dents at Grand Valley
ter,”
said
leasing
manager
Nichol
State University are just in time
Payne.
“It’s
more
of
a
friendly
at
to start investigating places to call
mosphere
and
a
lot
of
people
sign
home next year.
For those looking for a central here because the people are nice.”
Those amenities range from a
ly located townhome or apartment
that just so happens to be conve basketball court and workout cen
niently off campus can look no ter to free tanning and an enter
further than Campus West Apart tainment and game room, all that
are open 24 hours a day, seven
ments.
Located at 4832 West Campus days a week. Within that, Campus
Drive, Campus West provides stu West offers monthly events and
dents with benefits of independent free high-speed Internet.
Parking is also easier at Cam
living with apartment and townpus West. The complex allows
free guest parking passes, allow
ing visitors to park directly in front
of their friend or family members
“/ love Campus
complex as well as in the desig
West, and I honestly
nated guest parking lot, one that
does not require a pass.
wouldn *t move'
The complex also offers a main
anywhere else. ”
tenance team that will respond to
any sort of apartment problems
that may arise. Response time
for maintenance issues is usually
within 24 hours of the initial call.
EMILY PURWIN
With Campus West located
GVSU SENIOR
around a mile from campus, Payne
BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

W

said the bus stop locations prove
to be among the best. When a tennant rides the 48 home from cam
pus you’ll be the first stop once
you get off campus, and when you
ride the 37 to campus, you’ll be
the last off-campus stop.
“We’re directly off campus,
and the 37 and 48 come through
here. It’s the best location to get to
campus,” said Payne.
Tfiis year’s apartment rates
are not posted yet, but Payne said
the rates for four-bedroom townhomes will be similar to this year.
The complex also provides one
or two-person apartments, and
the services Campus West offers
proves valuable no matter the ten
ant’s location.
“I love Campus West, and I
honestly wouldn’t move anywhere
else,” said senior communications
major Emily Purwin. “I like the
rates, I enjoy free tanning and the
units themselves are just clean and we get free cookies.”
With affordable rates, a good
location and amenities, Campus
West provides tenants what they
need. Oh, and those free cookies
aren’t a bad benefit, either.

sports@lanthorn

campus west

|

courtesy

Home, sweet, home: Campus West apartment complexes combines

the beauty of nature with the comfort of home right off campus.

* , * r t f • CAMPUS *WEST 1I COURTESIES
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live this way

located directly across from GVSU on 48th Ave.

west

10897 48th Ave. Suite B 400 Allendale Ml 49401
www.48west.com

-24-hour gym &
game room
-Multi sport's court
-Menna's Joint
-Individual leases
-On site bus stop
-Free tanning, cable,
& wifi
-Movie theatre

48west@48west.com 616-895-2400

Apply today to receive a
$360 rent credit .and you

too can live this way!

-central air conditioning
-study lounge featuring:
computer room- a print
& copy center
- 1,2,4 bedroom
apartments and
townhomes
-fully furnished options
-Large, fully equipped
kitchen with breakfast bar
-Privately keyed, large bedrooms
-Private bath for every bedroom
Full-sized washer & dryer
___
-Stepped up soundproofing JH
-Spacious (huge)
apartments and townhomes i

j
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Grow, leam, give back at 48west
BY BRIANA DOOLAN

48west year-round and don’t
want to move their belongings.
Residents have the option of
he Village at 48west is
having 48west furnish their units
now offering a $360 cred
with urban style furnishings.
it on a 12-payment lease
“We are big advocates of
through the end of September.buying locally, the majority of
“Much like Grand Valley,
furniture was made right here
48west wants to help prepare the
in Michigan,” said Ihrke.
students for their future,” said
A furnished unit includes a
leasing manager Brian Ihrke.
leather couch, armchair, gath
“We offer areas of opportunity
ering-height table, barstools,
for the students to grow, interact
laminate cubes for seating or
with neighbors, give back to the
side tables and complete bed
community and most impor
room furnishings. Residents can
tantly, have fun. At 48west we
also paint an accent wall in each
are not just student housing, but
room and may decorate how
a community to develop and
ever they like.
thrive in. We encourage every
Self-contained
animals
one to ‘live this way’.”
can reside in any building and
The Village at 48west offers
dogs and cats are allowed in
one, two and four bedroom apart
select buildings.
merits as well as two and four
“We hare a pet loving
bedroom townhomes. Individual
community, and love our four
leases are offered - each momlegged residents as much as
mate is individually responsible
the human ones,” said Ihrke.
for their portion of the rent.
48west works with Abso
Leases are available for 10
lute Security to ensure safety
and 12 months - 10 months be
to residents - security officers
ing more accommodating for
are on the property each day.
students looking to move home
Maintenance service is of
for the summer and 12 months
fered on site as well as 24 emer
being more accommodating
gency maintenance services.
for those who want to live at
“48 is a community within
GVL COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

T

the Allendale community,”
Ihrke said. “48 is a place
where you can unwind from
your stresses of school in an
open and relaxed environment
with all of your friends.”
The complex also features
The Village Center, including:
Mennas Joint, Theater48, The
Zone, The Fitness Club, The
Commons and Ugro.
Mennas Joint is the home
of the “DUB”. For a reasonable
price you can find lunch and/or
dinner right outside your home.
Theater48 offers a huge pro
jection screen measuring 106
inches diagonal and 168 inches
long and a state of the art sur
round sound system. This al
lows Theater48 to host movie
marathons, events and open mic
nights. The theater is open 24/7.
The Zone is 48 West’s
own game room offered free
to residents. The Zone offers
Wii stations, an X-box, ar
cade games and more.
The Fitness Gub is open 24
hours to residents and has every
thing to offer at GVSU’s own
recreation center has to offer. But
instead of walking or taking the
bus around campus, the center is

right outside your door when you
live at 48 West. This year 48west
added new equipment, including
a new boxing machine.
The Commons or otherwise
known as “the spot” at 48west
is a community common build
ing. The building is two floors
equipped with couches and flat
screenTVs,a study area,fireplac
es and a common kitchen area.
There is also available printing on
the computers that are available
for residents. Behind The Com
mons, there is a basketball/tennis
court for residence use.
Ugro is a coffee shop, sim
ilar to Starbucks, with many
discounts for residents.
“48west always has great
events going on, whether it is
watching ‘The Hunger Games’
in the theater, pancakes at mid
night in the commons, or a
welcome back bash in the Vil
lage Center,” said Ihrke.
The next big event is the 4th
annual scavenger hunt where
students can compete for a se
mesters worth of rent. The event
is on Oct. 13 and groups of four
can compete for the prize.

community® lanthorn .com

48west | COURTESY

Sit back, relax: Students longue at 48west'sThe Commons, known as

"the spot" to tennants who enjoy the comfort of the couches there.

One bedroom apartments
in the
) of Downtown

• Pet Friendly
• Controlled Access Entry
• Off-Street Parking
• Air Conditioning
• Intercom System
• Laundry Facilities
• Short Term Leases

Locations 10897 48th Avenue, Allendale Char
ter Township, Ml 49401

Property typos Apartments, 1,2, and 4 bed
rooms and Townhomes, 2 or 4 bedrooms
Pets: Yes, in designated living spaces
Parking: Covered and Open, prices vary
Transportation 37 routes

Amenities: The Village Center, including: Men
nas Joint Theater48, The Zone, I he Fitness
Club,T:ie Commons and Ugro

405 Washington St SE,
(616) 234-0100
Grand Rapids, Ml 49£QP/t% .yywyv.Higblpodplaceapartments.com
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UNIVERSITY TOWNHOUSES | COURTESY
Serenity: UniversityTownhomes and Apartments offer units, like the ones
pictured above, that give students a slice of solace in the chaos of college life

UT&A is 'just a quiet community'

Vf. - TWy;

could run anywhere from
$225 to $390 per person.
Meanwhile, a four-bedroom,
ituated less than two two-bathroom
townhouse
miles from the Allen with 1400 square-feet could
dale campus, Univer run anywhere from $200
sity Townhouses and Apart
to $280 per person with the
ments provides what owner same conditions. Two to four
Dan Jansen calls “just a quiet tenants can fit comfortably
community.”
in a two-bedroom, while the
“It’s a quiet, out-of-the- four-bedroom can accommo
way place for kids to go date four to six tenants. Both
where they don’t have to townhouse options are dual
worry about the busyness of level.
Grand Valley,” Jansen said,
The Fillmore location has
adding that he typically has recently added eight two-bed
about 30 to 40 percent who room, two-bathroom apart
re-sign their leases after the ment units priced at $370 to
year “just because they like $390 per person depending
that atmosphere.”
on the lease term.
UTA has two separate
The final style is two-bed
locations with 18 housing room, one-bathroom apart
units on Fillmore Street and ments, located at 6425 Lake
five units on Lake Michigan Michigan Dr. The name of
Drive. The Fillmore complex this complex is Campustown
is nestled in a secluded, for Flats, and its 900 square-foot
est setting, while the Lake apartments are priced at $325
Michigan complex is within to $350 per person depending
walking distance of a shop on lease term.
ping center and food, video
“I think we’re one of
and convenience stores.
the most reasonably priced
Students can choose be [housing establishments! as
tween 10- and 12-month leas far as the things that we of
ing options for three different fer,” Jansen said, adding that
rental styles.
one perk to living at UTA is
Depending on the length that the units provide more
of lease and number of oc spacious bedrooms than
cupants, two-bedroom, two- many other off-campus hous
bathroom Fillmore town- ing complexes.
house with 1110 square-feet
Each townhouse and
BY LIZZY BALBOA

GVL NEWS EDITOR
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Bedroom Units
& A Variety of
Homestyles

"WE GUARANTEE
THE LOWEST RATES
PER PERSON"
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apartment unit also comes
equipped with a washer and
dryer; a stove, refrigerator and
dishwasher in the kitchen; and
DSL, phone and cable hook
ups in each room. Students
staying at the Fillmore loca
tion also receive digital video
and cable Internet access.
And although UTA does
not have a nearby bus stop,
it does offer free parking for
all units.
Utilities for all living style
units include water, trash re
moval and sewer. Heating is
provided at several locations,
and the Lake Michigan apart
ments include gas and elec
tric.
In addition to rent, each
unit has a cleaning fee of
$200.
However, the price of resi
dence is well worth the quaint
atmosphere.
“It’s small, so we’re more
personal than a lot of the other
complexes are,” Jansen said.
UTA requires a $10-perperson application fee and
still has rooms available for
the 2013-14 school year.
For more information
about touring or leasing with
University Townhouses and
Apartments, call 616-4775511 or visit the website at
www.gvtownhouses .com.

news@ lanthorn rom
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Conifer Creek Townhomes, a place with all the amenities of
home, just minutes from the GVSUAllendale campus. You can even bring
your pet!

Already know

*4 Bedrooms
ERIC COULTER | GVL

who you're -

*4 Yi baths

living with for

Good neighbors: Owned by Grand Valley State University alums, Conifer

CreekTownhomes know what students look for in their off-campus housing.

nextyear?

‘Garage on some units

Check us out

Conifer Creek Townhomes
boast quiet spaces, familiar faces
and Allendale residents.”
The four-bedroom townGVL EDITOR IN CHIEF
homes come in three models:
four bedrooms and four and
ooking for somewhere a half baths, four bedrooms,
quiet to curl up with two and a half baths with ga
a good book? Confier rage or four bedrooms, four
Creek Townhomes has all and
of a half baths and a walk
the privacy you could need out slider to a cement patio.
with access to all of the op All styles feature central air,
a washer and dryer and a fully
tions you could want.
“Confier Creek supports a equipped kitchen.
Rent begins at $385/perprivate lifestyle in nice, up-todate townhomes,” said Janell son per month for a 12-month
Riese of Confier Creek Town- lease, and up to $435/person
homes. “Students have a nice per month for a 10-month
unit where they can study and lease. Confier Creek also has a
four-bed, four and a half bath
still enjoy college life.”
Less than a mile from townhome style unit, com
Grand Valley State Universi plete with, a walkout slider to
ty’s Allendale Campus along a cement patio for only $405
48th Avenue, Confier Creek a month on a 12-month lease
Townhomes is owned by - but with only six units avail
GVSU alum - so they know able, students have to act fast.
Located near one of the
what Lakers are looking for in
Rapid off-campus apartment
off-campus housing.
“We are a small complex shuttle routes, Confier Creek
and we know almost every makes it easy for students to
one by name,” Riese said. get to campus on time. But
“The owners are GVSU alum for those students who want
BY ANYA ZENTMEYER

L

to bring some transportation
to school, Confier Greek has
plenty of parking - garage
parking with some units, cov
ered parking and open air - so
you can keep your ride safe
while you save money.
All townhomes at Conifer
Creek come equipped with
Internet and cable at no cost
to tenants, and with spacious,
1,600-square foot floor plans,
professionally-designed clos
ets, covered car ports and a
convenient location within
walking distance of restau
rants,
a grocery store and the
Rapid - who could need any
thing more?
“Conifer Creek is close to
campus and is on of the most
economical off-campus hous
ing available ” Riese said.
For more information
about living at Confier Creek
Townhomes, email rent@conifercreektownhomes.com or
call (616) 318-2035.
^

editorial@lanthorn.com ***

‘Free cable with lease

on Facebook

‘Washer and dryer in every unit

office to find
‘Over 1600 square feet per unit!

out how

Check us out on Facebook
(Facebook.com/conifercreek) and on

EACH of you

our website
(conifercreektownhomes.com) for a
complete list of features and amenities!

$100 off of
your

feel

Call today for a showing!
(616)-31£f-2035
K*&3W|
* <....
*■»-f»•
- .
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LOFT

45:

a place to work, eat and play
BY AUSTIN METZ
GVL ASSOCIATE EDITOR

ERIC COULTER | GVL

Loft 45 bring the big city
lifestyle to students living on Allendale.
High rise:

Grand Valley Lanthorn

For residents looking for
an upscale, loft-style unit
with state-of-the-art facili
ties within 10 minutes of
the Allendale Campus, look
no further than Loft45.
Located in the Heritage
Town Center Commercial
complex on Lake Michi
gan Dr., Loft45 sits close
to restaurants and shops in
the heart of downtown Allendalle.
“Loft45 has shops, res
taurants, and businesses that
are steps from your door,”
said
property
manager
Christopher Baumann. “You
can work, eat, and play right
near here. There is also a

spa, a tanning business, and
Allendale Vision near here
for our residents.”
Baumann said that a lot
of the businesses around
the complex, including Al
lendale Vision, do offer dis
counts for GVSU students
who have a college ID.
For residents looking
to stay active, Loft45 does
not have an exercise com
plex per say, but there is a
Snap Fitness center on lo
cation that can be used by
residents for free if they
show their lease upon en
try.
Another feature that
Loft45 offers to residents
is the ability to keep pets
on the premise.
“We are the only, or

one of the only, apartment
complexes that is a petfriendly community in Al
lendale,” Baumann said.
“We do allow cats and
dogs in the complex up to
35 pounds”
#
First opened in the
spring of 2005 under the
name The Lofts at Heri
tage Towne Square, the
loft-style complex was re
named Loft45 in 2010.
Today, each unit now
comes fully equipped with
GE black appliances which
include a dishwasher, builtin microwave, oven, refrig
erator, and even a washer
and dryer.
Along with the updated
appliances, Loft45 offers
different options for future

residents.
Loft45 has different
options including units
for up to 2 people. A
one bedroom loft ranges
from $729 to $779 and a
two bedroom unit ranges
from $850 to $999 with
open, general parking
available to residents.
Known as an up-scale
style complex, Loft45’s
units are designed with
10 ft. ceilings, large win
dows, and walk-in closets
in each unit.
So, if you are looking
for a place close to cam
pus but also close to city
life, Loft45 is the place
for you.

associate@
lanthorn.com

6101 Lake Michigan Drive A-1500 Allendale, Ml. H9H01

LIVE the lifestyle.
-scenic panoramic views
-flill-slzed washer 8 dryer
-on-site reball center
- I 6 2 bedrooms
-pet fhlendly

O

our
community
today!
'a?-:

myloftH5.com

616.895.2500
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A sense of community at Mystic
BY BRIANA DOOLAN

ERIC COULTER | GVL

complexes (above) are part of a tight-knit community.

only

offers

12-month leases, management

ystic Woods pro
vides
students
with a home away
from home.
‘They’re spacious, rea
sonably priced and it has a
great community feel,” said
current resident Brad Wandschneider. ‘‘I wish I would
have moved here sooner!”
Mystic Woods has it’s
own unique community en
vironment as well.
‘‘I think we’re unique be
cause of the type of housing we
are,” said Jodi Dekkenga. owner
and property manager. “It really
does feel like a home. Students
will get more of a ‘homey’ feel.
It’s a close community feel and
unique experience.”

said because of such a high de
mand and all options are four
bedroom units which means
students must find a group of
four to sign a lease along with
a guarantor form. Most units
come unfurnished, but there are
three or four furnished options.
Two addition things resi
dents receive is free, covered
parking and the ability to
keep pets, although having
a pet does require manage
ment approval.
Mystic Woods also of
fers a few new amenities in
cluding a beach volleyball
court and basketball court.
“The reason I enjoy liv
ing in Mystic Woods is be
cause it has it’s own sense
of community,” said current

M

Off-campus magic: Students who live in Mystic Woods

Mystic

GVL COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

resident Brittani Hudson.
“We all know who lives in
what place and are friendly
when we see each other.
From playing volleyball or
basketball to hanging out
on the front porch, we all
enjoy our community.”
Each duplex has bedrooms
with attached bathrooms, a
kitchen and living room on
the main floor with a half
bath and laundry room on the
main floor as well. Two bed
rooms are upstairs and two
bedrooms are downstairs.
“It’s the only place at
GVSU that offers larger
units,” said owner and prop
erty manager Scott Dekken
ga. “It’s the closest thing to
renting a house - it’s like a
housing community.”
Rent includes cable, In

ternet and trash but tenants
are obligated to pay utilities
- gas, electric and water.
They currently have security,
but only as it is needed. Main
tenance service is available by
request and emergency mainte
nance service is available.
“The landlord Scott is
amazing as well,” Hudson
said. “He makes an effort
to get to know each of the
residents and respects every
single one of us. We don’t
have to wait weeks to get
anything fixed, he usually
comes over within a day or
two to make sure it’s taken
care of. Mystic Woods is by
far my favorite place to live
as a college student.”

community@
lanthorn.com

• Energy Star rated units (Save $)
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• Large porches to hang out with friends
• Basketball Court, Beach Volleyball Court
• Yes, we are pet friendly!
• 8 Students, reserve a whole building!
LAKE MICHIGAN DA.

A COMMUNITY OF COTTAGE-STYLE DUPLEXES
LOCATED IN A QUIET WOODED SETTING

GVSU
mimflrtu r»Mnn
d —★

£

8

8
★

PlEACt

MYSTIC
WOOOS

• 2,000 sq ft. Hugel You

need to shI

• 4 Bedrooms with 4 Large Baths attached
• Garages for all Residents - FREE I

OR GO

TO* www 11iy.tK woods* ommiinity.cOltl
- «i *» •*•»

>«rvi)

• Expanded Cable & Internet - FREEl
• Privately Keyed Rooms

j
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TOWNHOME COMMUNITIES

WhereStudentsLive. com

[j

• All townhome bedrooms feature a private
full-size bathroom with bathtub/shower
• Multiple-level living for increased privacy
• Large capacity washer & dryer
• FREE high-speed Internet connection
• FREE expanded cable
• High-efficiency heating & air conditioning system
• Premium insulation package
Breakfast bar in kitchen and abundant counter space
• Available furnished or unfurnished

The Community @ CB
•Activity Room
•Online rent pay
•Fitness Center open 24/7
•Snow and Trash Removal
•24 Hour Maintenance Service Requests
•Outdoor basketball and volleyball courts
•Management office open 7 days a weelf
•Located on 48th Avenue
along GV Bus Route 48

Call Today
(616) 895-2900
allendale@cbeech.com

10295 48th Avenue
Allendale, Ml, 49401
www.cbeech.com
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Copper Beech: Lots of space, lots of fun
cious, with the four-bedroom units
measuring at about 2,000 square feet
- some of the largest townhomes
or students who are stuck around campus.
in a cramped, little dorm
“The layout is giant,” said Copper
room or over-crowded Beech resident and GVSU student
apartment, Copper Beech townSamantha Stevens. “My closet - I
homes will feel like a mansion. couldn’t ask for more space.”
And with competitive prices
This year, along with the space
amongst the other complexes comes some new amenities. Resi
right off of Grand Valley State dents will be able to break a sweat at
University’s campus, students the new fitness center, which begins
won’t have to break their piggy construction this fall.
banks.
“It (will have) an indoor gym
Located on the comer of and more fitness equipment,” said
48th Avenue and Pierce Street, Senior Property Manager Jessica
Copper Beech offers a variety Radle. “Overall, it’s a much bigger
of different leasing options for space.”
She said there will be new equip
students, including one-bed
room, two-bedroom, three-bed ment, new bathrooms and a multiroom and four-bedroom units sports gym for residents to use 24
hours a day.
on individual or group leases.
Assistant Property Manager Cory
All of the townhomes are spa
BY STEPHANIE ALLEN

GVLA&E EDITOR
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Corban said the new fitness center is
located near the main entrance off of
48th Avenue in a commercial space
and will be about 3,600 square feet
once finished. It will have new tread
mills, ellipticals, exercise bikes and
weights, he said.
Stevens said moving to Copper
Beech was an easy choice for her.
“It seemed like a no brainer when
I looked at the price per month, and
how much I’d be paying for the
space,and how nice the facility was,”
she said.
For her, moving was a perfect
choice because of the spacious
rooms, large closets and welcoming
community.
“Its smart to pick Copper Beech
because you’re guaranteed satis
faction with their staff and main
tenance,” she said. “And you have
a nice living facility for the price

Rent Starting
at$490

you’re paying.”
The Rapid Route 48 has two stops
at each end of the complex and Ste
vens said she’s never had to wait
more than five minutes for a bus.
Copper Beech’s leasing season
has already started this year, and
the units usually fill up quick, Radle
said. She urges students should take
advantage of the lowest leasing rates
before spots fill up.
For students that know they’re
staying at GVSU, Radle said they
should come in and see the facili
ties early to not miss out on a great
deal.
So if that dorm room, or over
crowded apartment seems to be get
ting just a little smaller every day,
head over to Copper Beech and
check out what space feels like, be
fore its too late.

arts @ lanthorn .cqm
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AMENITIES
From Gym Mambarship
Private Patio*
Built-ln-Bookca se
Furnishod Studio*
I and 2 Bod room*
Floxiblo Loamo Term#

PET FRIENDLYI

www.pineridgo-apartments.com
2790 Pineridge Dr. NW, Walker,
49534
616.453.7999
pineridge@eenhoorn.com
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Multiple locations, multiple styles r
BY BRIANA DOOLAN
GVL COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Locations: Pineridge Apart
ments, Plaza Towers Apartments,
The Lofts and Highland Place,
plus many other housing options in
Western Michigan.
Eenhoom Properties are offering
students the convenience of prox
imity.
According to their site, Een
hoom is a privately owned real
estate investment and management
company headquartered in Grand
Rapids.
“We acquire, transform and man
age a wide range of properties from
coast to coast,” the site states. “It
is Eenhoom LLC’s on-going com
mitment to satisfy our residents by
setting new standards for superior

services, to provide our co-workers
a creative and challenging work en
vironment, and to reward our inves
tors by enhancing the value of our
properties.”
The properties offer apartments,
homes and studios, walk-ups, highrise and single story apartment
homes with one, two and three bed
options. The prices vary based on
location and community.
Amenities may vary based on lo
cation, but include computer rooms
with free wifi, a cinema room, 24
hour fitness center, lounge, indoor
pool, rooftop sports deck and out
door patio and grilling spaces.
Cats and dogs are allowed in
most locations, with some restric
tions - no aggressive breeds and
weight restrictions vary per prop
erty.

616. 234. 0100

Most communities offer offstreet parking, some offer carports
or garage parking for a fee.
All communities are within
walking distance of the Grand
Valley State University bus route.
Pineridge is midway between Al
lendale and Grand Rapids, which
is an advantage to those who travel
to both. Plaza Towers, The Lofts
and Highland Place are downtown
and within walking distance to the
downtown campus, restaurants,
etc.
Amenities may vary based on
location, but include computer
rooms with free Wi-Fi, a cin
ema room, 24 hour fitness center,
lounge, indoor pool, rooftop sports
deck and outdoor patio and grilling
EENHOORNE|COURTESY
spaces.
Chic: Apartment complexes at Eenhoorne's

community@lanthorn.com

26 Sheldon Blvd, SE

EENH0RNE

•; fy

"The Lofts" look good, and feel even better.

Grand Rapids, Ml. 49503
views of the city
24 hour fitness & laundry room
Controlled access entry
Spacious floor plans

c/f/nagtf/ip 1 $-2 AeaOio&m

a/mAfrne/i/d am//a&/e/

Off street garage parking

www.loftsapartments.com
lofts@eenhoorn.com

